This Addendum forms a part of the contract Documents and modifies the original plans and specifications dated December 10, 2014.

Acknowledgement receipt of this Addendum on the Proposal Form. Failure to do so may subject Proposer to disqualification.

Reference made to Specifications and Drawings shall be used as a guide only. When Specification Sections or drawings are issued, changes made in Specifications or on Drawings will take precedence over narrative explanation below. Proposer shall determine for themselves the work affected by Addendum items.

1. Change 274133-3 1.4 K.10 “Main feeders will be brought to the catwalk level for the main displays” to “The display contractor will be responsible for bringing the power from the nearest electrical room to the east and west main displays. Each room is roughly 50’ away from its display on level 6. For the west it will be room 06.34.01 and the east will be room 06.13.05. These can be found E2.0614 and E2.0616”

2. Rack Room Clarification: Any statement that mentioned the head-end rack room, engineering rack room, or production rack room is referring to the same space. This will be a dedicated Video Rack Room adjacent to the Video Control Room on Level 7. The Room Number is 07.15.05.

3. Section 27 41 33 to be responsible for running a single conduit from the west display to IDF 06.34.01 (adjacent to the electrical room). The pathway will continue via cable tray provided by other to the engineering rack room. Low voltage cables from the display to the Video Rack Room will be by 274133.

4. Schedule: All systems to be installed and commissioned for a July 2016 event.

5. Section 27 41 33 to be responsible for providing 3 convenience outlets on each level of the catwalks behind the east/west displays.

6. Section 27 41 33 to be responsible for providing interior catwalk work lighting.

7. Section 27 41 33 to provide an alternate price to run a 48-strand, SM fiber cable from JBA 1016A (shown on ES2.1013) back to the Video Rack Room. Provide a fiber shelf and terminate at both locations.

8. Video Control Room Contractor to provide two rows of telecommunications ladder trays above the center of video control room racks and two connecting ladder trays between them.

9. Please note the attached general conditions for working on the site.

10. See the attached AV drawings.
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